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IMPACT

The journal has been accepted (2018) into the Social Sciences Citation Index®, maintained by Clarivate Analytics, along with their Journal Citation Reports/Social Sciences Edition, and Current Contents®/Social and Behavioral Sciences. It had been in the Emerging Sources Citation Index since 2016, and will be eligible for rating with an Impact Factor in 2019. It is also indexed by Google and by the SCOPUS citation database since 2014.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

For immediate access to current issue and preceding 2016 and 2017 issues (Volumes 7 and 8): Annual Individual rate: £20 (discounted rate £55 for 3 years); Annual Library rate: £200 to register any number of library readers; Annual Society for Longitudinal and Life Course Studies (SLLS) Membership: Individual £65, Student £26, Corporate £300. SLLS members have automatic free access to the journal among many other benefits. For further information about SLLS and details of how to become a member, go to https://www.slls.org.uk/membership. All issues are accessible free of charge 12 months after publication.

Back issues
Printed back issues of the journal (to end of Volume 7) are available at a price of £10 (plus postage and packaging). If you would like to purchase a full set or individual copies, visit the SLLS Bookshop at https://www.slls.org.uk/lclsjournal Depending on distance, you will receive the order within two weeks of submitting your order. Please note: the reselling of personal registration subscriptions and hard copies of the journal is prohibited.
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The journal’s editorial committee makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of all information (journal content). However the Society makes no representations or warranties whatsoever as to the accuracy, completeness or suitability for any purpose of the content and disclaims all such representations and warranties, whether express or implied to the maximum extent permitted by law. The SLLS grants authorisation for individuals to photocopy copyright material for private research use only.